Mission
In the Division of General Internal Medicine (GIM), we pride ourselves on teamwork, diversity, mentorship, creativity and commitment to excellence. Our mission is international leadership in patient care, education, and patient-oriented research. We look forward to promoting your growth!

Overview of Division
GIM provides exceptional patient care, conducts research to improve health and health care delivery, and trains clinical leaders and scholars.
- Over 300 faculty members
- 5 subdivisions: Primary Care Palliative Care, Integrative Medicine, Hospital Medicine, VA HSR&D
- Our faculty have appointments in a wide variety of other programs and institutes at Duke

Research Services
We provide essential support and training resources for the conduct of clinical research to GIM faculty and trainees.
- Guidance on required Duke research trainings
- Navigating and understanding Duke research regulations and procedures
- Identification of statistical support for both planning (pre-award) and post-award phases
- Proposal review pre-submission to ensure adequate research staff effort, Duke requirements of human subject participants, and inclusion of other appropriate Duke resources
- Boilerplate examples of standard text requirements for proposals
- Identification of GIM research staff with appropriate expertise to conduct research
- IRB submissions in iRIS and required OnCore and Maestro Care documentation

GIM eNews
Our weekly email provides the latest information on research, changes in Duke policies and procedures, division highlights, calendar events, and reminders.
Subscribe: bit.ly/DGIMeNews

GIM Resources Portal
A website for our faculty and staff on global Duke information and research related information such as required research trainings, GIM facilities, other resources for proposals, links to human subject requirements, as well as iRIS and OnCore policies and FAQs.
Visit: sites.duke.edu/giminternal/

Social Media:
Follow us on Twitter: @Duke_GIM
Like us on Facebook /DukeGIM
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